
Collections Grow Over $400,000 in 12 Months 
 

Dental Practice Challenge 

Over several years, the doctor of this Illinois based practice had taken out a series of loans for operating 

capital and equipment purchases. The loans amounted to just over $400,000. 

 

The doctor was feeling a good amount of stress from his financial situation. He saw no way to generate 

enough revenue to continue to pay the bills and repay the loans. 

 

In addition, the doctor was spending an unusual amount of time with each patient. The team saw no way 

to grow without adding more time in the schedule. This was causing a considerable number of scheduling 

conflicts which was making the team frustrated and draining morale. 

 

The doctor’s priority and focus were only on providing high quality dentistry, and each month it became 

more evident that a growth plan was needed. 

 

To make matters worse, his daughter was to be married soon and this was adding to his growing financial 

anxiety. 

 

Treatment Plan 

We recommended a systematic approach to streamlining operations and generating more revenue in 

various areas of the business.  

 

Furthermore, we helped the team see how they could best support growing the business along with 

providing quality dentistry. 

 

In addition, we implemented our ENLIST Treatment Acceptance Program to drive the acceptance rate up 

over 80%. 

 

We coupled this with our goal scheduling process so the doctor could see fewer patients, with a much 

higher production per patient rate, and reduce the time he spent with each one. 

 

Outcome 

Within the first 6 months the practice collections had grown by $100,000 and the doctor used it to pay 

down the promissory loans.  

 

At 9 months the collections growth reached $340,000. By the end of the first year, all of the promissory 

loans were paid off and there were additional profits.  

 

In addition, the team was not only excited to be earning bonuses, their level of fulfillment and confidence 

in the practice increased dramatically. With no additional time needed in the schedule. 

 

They now know how to influence positive growth in the business, and they feel like true partners rather 

than simply employees. 

 

How You Get More From Your Practice 

If you would like to explore the many ways to streamline and grow your practice, take the next step, and 

schedule a 20-minute fact finding session with Founder, Sean Crabtree, right now: Click Here 

 
(931) 967-7375 

https://go.oncehub.com/factfindingsession

